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Motivation

Researchers and hackers have shown how to compromise
different voting machines. In the case of e-voting, both integrity
and privacy might be compromised if the voting device is
controlled by an attacker.

In the Voting Village of Defcon 2017 all tested voting machines
were breached.

Privacy might also be compromised when the voting device
leaks information through a side-channel like electromagnetic
emanation (TEMPEST).
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Motivation
The case with the Nedap voting machines in Netherlands.

Source: Rop Gonggrijp, Willem-
Jan Hengeveld, Studying the
Nedap/Groenendaal ES3B vot-
ing computer a computer secu-
rity perspective, USENIX 2007
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Motivation
In 2006 civil activists and a hacker got access to a Nedap voting
machine. They found a way to eavesdrop electromagnetic
emanations which, under certain circumstances, revealed the
voter’s party preferences.

The emanation was emitted when the screen of the voting
machine was switched to a different mode. This was caused as
one of the parties (Christen-Democratisch Appèl) contained a
diacritic letter (è), which the screen was not able to display in
normal mode.

https://youtu.be/B05wPomCjEY

Result: voting machines were replaced by paper ballots.
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Problem statement
Can we find a side-channel attack that violates voter privacy in
paper based voting systems?

Fingerprinting paper sheets
Calandrino et al. (2009)
Toreini et al. (2017)

Audio fingerprinting of writing numbers

Figure: An example of an audio recording of numbers 0 to 9.
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Ballot design
Viability of audio fingerprinting depends on the structure of the
ballot and on the number of candidates.

Number based write-ins of candidate numbers
Estonia, Finland

Figure: Estonian parliamentary ballot on the left (source: Postimees).
Finnish parliamentary ballot on the right.
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Ballot design

Preferential voting ballots as
e.g. in

Ireland
Malta
Northern Ireland
Scotland
Austria
Australia
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Research questions

1. Assumption: It is possible to create a classifier that identifies
digits based on the audio recording of the writing.

2. Question: What is the accuracy of the classification?

How to test the assumption:
Collect training data
Preprocess and label the data
Build a classifier to identify digits
Test the accuracy of the classifier
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Collecting training data
Setup used for recording:

Silent office room
Conference microphone Jabra Speak 410
Same table and same microphone position
A template paper sheet with A4 format was placed on the table
Paper sheet was in landscape mode
Microphone was about 15 cm from the top of the paper

There were 11 volunteers who contributed data.
They filled at least one sheet of 10 rows and 10 columns
Each row was filled with a predetermined sequence of digits
We collected 1676 samples (one data set was partially
corrupted)
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Preprocessing the samples

Preprocessing:
1. Manually cut noise from the beginning and end
2. Turn stereo to mono
3. Split audio track into samples by using silence detection
4. Label the samples
5. Normalize tempo without changing the pitch of the sound

(WSOLA algorithm)
6. Use FFT to create a spectrogram for each sample
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Spectrogram representation of digits
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Building the classifier

Labelled spectrogram data used as input
Spectrogram expressed as a two-dimensional array
Classfication is done using k-nearest neighbors (kNN)
We used Canberra distance metric
Experiments showed highest accuracy with k = 7
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Result of 10-fold cross-validation

Figure: The accuracy of cross-validation was 60.14%.
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Average accuracy

Training data is available for the test subject: 70.6%
Training data is not available for the test subject: 49%

Max accuracy: ∼ 65%
Min accuracy: ∼ 37%

Both extremes of the classification can be used to increase the
success rate of an attack. E.g., a low probability digit would
exclude certain candidates.

How to increase the accuracy?
Add data from additional volunteers
Use professional microphones
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Is the attack practical?

Vote-privacy is interesting in the context of coercion-resistance.
Thus, the attack might be useful even if targeted against a small
group of people.

Is it possible to hide a small microphone in the voting booth?
A microphone could be hidden under the table plate
A voter may take an infected smartphone into the booth

Is it possible to use a long range directional microphone?
We were not able to access professional equipment

Is it possible to automate the identification of the voters?
Automated facial recognition could be used
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